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DMWC Coffee Mornings
Embassies, international communities and organizations introduce
their countries, cultures and activities. A monthly event open to everybody.

Swedish Coffee Morning
Thursday,
September 22, 11 a.m.
TCC Grand Plaza Hotel

Thursday,
September 15, 11 a.m.
DMWC premises

Dobredojde Macedonia Welcome Centre
and the Embassy of the Kingdom of Sweden
in the Republic of Macedonia held a Swedish
Coffee Morning. The Ambassador of the
Kingdom of Sweden to Macedonia, H. E.
Mr. Mats Staffansson talked about “Sweden
today – a modern nation with a long
history”. Guests also watched short films
about Sweden, viewed a photo exhibition
and enjoyed some Swedish specialties

Dobredojde Macedonia Welcome Centre
marked the start of its 8th year with a
traditional DMWC Coffee Morning at which
its President Emilija Miladinova-Avramceva
introduced the organisation and its mission,
and the programme of DMWC activities for
the whole year was announced.

OSCE Coffee Morning
Thursday,
November 17, 11 a.m.
TCC Grand Plaza Hotel

Dobredojde Macedonia Welcome Centre and the OSCE Mission to Skopje have the pleasure
to invite you to an OSCE Coffee Morning. Ambassador Nina Suomalainen, Head of the OSCE
Mission to Skopje will talk about OSCE activities. Light refreshments will be served.
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September
in Macedonia
S

eptember
2016 for
Macedonians
is full of symbolism:
on 8 September
we celebrated the
25th anniversary of
our independence
from Yugoslavia,
and on 4 September
the canonisation of
Mother Teresa by
by Emilija Miladinova
the Vatican brought
Avramcheva
new attention to
President of
“Dobredojde” Macedonia Macedonia and her
hometown – Skopje.
Welcome Centre
At DMWC September
is also an important
and busy month. This September the
Centre marked its seventh birthday. Over
the past seven years we have organized
many activities and events with the aim
to promote the natural, historical and
multicultural heritage of Macedonia. We are
equally dedicated to promoting intercultural
exchanges in Macedonia, for instance
through our monthly Coffee Mornings which
are equally popular among Macedonians
and the expat community. This year’s
Coffee Morning programme will start with
a collaboration with the Embassy of the
Kingdom of Sweden on 22 September.
On 15 September we will welcome all
our old and new friends at a DMWC Coffee
Morning at our premises where we will
announce our regular activities, including
language, yoga and art classes which will
start from the second half of September.
The full listings of activities with dates and
times can be found on our web site www.
w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

Editorial

dmwc.org.mk. But even during the quieter
summer period we have been busy working
on this magazine and on the implementation
of the Shutka Project with the 368,270 MKD
raised at 2016 DMWC International Charity
Bazaar last June. We will update you on the
Shutka Project in the next issue.
Our next big event is DMWC Mosaic Fair
to be held from 28 to 30 September at the
National Gallery Chifte Amam building, the
Faculty of Fine Arts (Факултет за Ликовни
Уметности) in the historic Suli An building
in the Old Bazaar, and the EU Info Center in
Skopje. You have a rich menu of activities to
choose from each day. The concept of the
fair is to bring together mosaic artists and
craftsmen from this country and abroad, and
promote this form of art among the artisans,
craftsmen and the public. Presentations
and workshops by experienced artists are
organized for all interested – experienced
artists as well as ones who know nothing
about mosaic but would like to learn. We
are especially pleased to welcome our guest
from France, Jérôme Clochard, representing
the La Maison de la Mosaïque Contemporaine
in Paray-le-Monial. As a country with a rich
historic mosaic heritage as well as a number
of impressive 20th-century mosaic pieces,
Macedonia has a great potential of building
on these traditions to develop a creative
industry which would promote our culture
to the world as well as provide opportunities
for creative enterprises for many young
artisans.
Welcome to Macedonia and to DMWC to
our new friends and welcome back to other
readers!
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Editorial

New Cultural
Initiatives

T

he concept of this needs and enlightening them. But at the
magazine is such same time in the present economic situation
that we focus when textile workers, predominantly
on cultural heritage, women, are the worst paid in Macedonia,
traditions and natural they drew public attention to this class of
beauty of Macedonia. workers. Even though this is just a project
And while I do think that and not a sustainable centre, this experience
this is a great concept, showed that forming new institutions
in this issue I would under conditions of decentralisation and
like to bring to your in an atypical environment is possible. The
attention a newer and lesson learnt by cultural managers is that
experimental kind of our cultural system should be much more
by Robert
cultural activities. The dynamic and we should pursue “out of the
Alagjozovski
cultural manager, motivation to focus on box” approaches.
In August, the documentary film festival
literary critic the “living”, “emerging”
o r “ m u s h r o o m i n g ” Makedox was held in Macedonia. Makedox
culture comes on the one hand from the differs from the previous two examples in that
admiration for its achievements and on the it is not a new initiative. But what makes me list
other from the observation of the important it alongside the new initiatives is that it keeps
role of these practitioners and cultural reinventing itself as its credibility and popularity
managers at the time when the overall are rising. The festival has introduced unusual
system is in a deep crisis. When funds are and funny day-time workshops for children
scarce, standards are rather low and there and turned its Kursumli An venue into a wholeare many other challenges to face, they evening cultural space and not just a projection
find enthusiasm to show that strong will hall. While anchoring itself in the centre of
and certain local capacity can sometimes Skopje, the festival continuesto develop its
replace a whole (missing) system. The past nomadic concept visiting villages where public
summer saw a number of such initiatives.
film projections have hardly ever happened
At the end of June, the new literary festival before and showing documentaries there. They
called Another Story was head for the first have also filmed their audience development
time. Besides supporting young regional tour, giving usa valuable insight into what
authors it introduced a few other novelties. culture and cultural events may mean in those
The focus was on very short stories as well remote places.
as the literary tournament with elimination
Another new festival is scheduled
adjudicated by a jury. The spirit of novelty for November. It will take place in the
created by the young authors was accepted Cifte Amam gallery and bring together
by their elder colleagues, which created a many interdisciplinary events, such as a
unique and very positive trans-generational conference, exhibition, workshops and
atmosphere.
video screenings, under the umbrella of
In July, a group of young cultural activists critical culture. Some regional and European
created the first Cultural Centre for textile artistic and cultural figures are expected
workers in Stip. They thus evoked an old to participate in this festival, thus putting
Socialist tradition to bring culture closer to Skopje again on the map of progressive
such target groups as workers meeting their trends in the arts and culture.
S e p t e m b e r 2 0 1 6 • w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k
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Call for Contributions from Our Readers
Macedonia Welcome Centre Magazine is
dedicated to presenting Macedonian history,
culture and tourist attractions to our Englishlanguage readers. We always welcome
contributions from our readers who share their
experiences and expertise that would be of
interest to other readers. We have published
your texts on islamic architecture and on your
favourite travel destinations in Macedonia. In
this issue you can find a text on Mother Tereza
by Chris Deliso.
Let us give you some ideas for possible
publications in 2016-2017.
EXPLORING MACEDONIA
Tell us about your memorable experiences
of exploring your host country. What did the
guide book say about the destination? What
did you see and do? Will you go there again?

Sirma’s
House
Skopje Hostel

http://sirmahouseskopje.tk
+389 77 737 878

WRITERS’ CORNER
What inspires or intrigues you in Macedonia?
You are welcome to share your photos along
with the story.
A GOOD CAUSE
Have you been involved in a cause that you
would like to popularize through our Magazine?
Have you volunteered at an after school
programme? Have you taken part in cleaning
a river bank? We would like to hear from you.
Article length is up to 500 words for a onepage feature and up to 1000 words for twopages. Submissions are welcome throughout
the year, but to be considered for publication in
the nearest issue, contact us by 1 November, 1
February or 1 May. MWC editorial board keeps
the right to postpone the publication, edit, or
decline your submission. In any case we will
obtain your approval before the publication.

Sirma’s House
contact@sirmakreativ.com
Mob: +389 77 737878
Bansko 29,
1000 Skopje, Macedonia
http://sirmahouseskopje.tk
https://www.facebook.com/SirmaMountVodnoHostel
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The Symphony
of Bell Towers

K

rusevo (pronounced ‘krushevo’) the town together with other communities
remains one of the most who felt insecure in the plains where many
beautiful Macedonian towns. gangs constantly attacked the villages. The
A unique combination of a houses they built are free standing, mostly
picturesque location, traditional symmetrical, without open spaces typical of
architecture, rare crafts and recreational other towns in Macedonia. The backs of the
houses are built of stone, while the front is
facilities turn it into a magnet for tourists.
The traditional architecture of the town of the so-called bondruk construction of
is deeply associated with its formation. The wooden columns and beams covered with
city started from scratch when refugee Vlach white plaster. There is almost always a well
(Aromanian) population settled here after in the ground floor. The main façades are
their hometown of Moskopole (in present- characterized by painted decorations in blue,
day Albania) was destroyed in 1778 by the often with Masonic symbols. A small balcony
notorious Ottoman ruler Ali-Pasa. Both with a triangular pediment on the upper floor
Moskopole and Krusevo lie on considerable accentuates the symmetry of the house.
Large churches subtly dominate this
elevations, have a similar urban shape, and
the same number of churches. The Vlachs condensed urban fabric. They are mostly
retained their old economy consisting of stock three-nave basilicas built in busy locations.
breeding and trading, thus preserving and The frescoes, icons and iconostases are
developing their trades over time. In Krusevo, evidence of the wealth of the residents and
the architectural style developed in an original examples of the artistic style of the religious
way relying on the masonry skills of the painting and building of the 19th century,
neighbouring Mijak masters who were widely when the majority of them were built.
known as excellent builders. They inhabited
The cathedral church lies just a few meters
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History

away from the city centre, in the old bazaar,
and is devoted to St. Nikola, just as the old
church in Moskopole. But this church faced
the same destiny as its older counterpart.
Erected in 1832 it was burned in the famous
Ilinden uprising in 1903, when the entire
town was heavly, bombarded and stormed.
The present day shape of the church dates

w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

back to 1905, when the city revived after the
tragic event. Unfortunately the old wooden
iconostasis burnt in the fire, being one of
the few made by the famous woodcarver
Petre Filipovski-Garkata, a master behind
the iconostases at St. Savoir in Skopje and
St. Jovan Bigorski Monastery. However a
few icons dating back to1884 have been
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History
preserved. The bell tower with the city clock
is on the southern side of the church.
The Church devoted to St. John was built in
1897. Among Krusevo residents it is known as
the Vlach church. There are two large stoves
inside, as in a typical Krusevo house. The
wooden iconostasis is carved in low relief by
Nestor and Lazar Aleksievski. They carved it
for over four years. Carving sketches and tools
can still be seen in the church. The frescoes
at the entrance were transferred from the St.
Athanasius church in the village of Lokveni,
and they date back to 1627.
Holy Mother of God’s Church is a single-nave
church built in 1867. It is in the middle of the
so-called Mijak maalo (neighbourhood). The
façade of the church is covered with carved
stone. The roof has a high timber octagon in the
middle. The inside of the church is dividedinto
three parts by columns. A monumental
iconostasis from the 19th century dominates
the interior, and very rich fresco painting can be
found in every part of the church.
The Holy Trinity Church was built in 1881

14
14
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in the so-called Gypsy maalo. Today it is
almost in the courtyard of the town’s best
hotel Montana. This church also suffered
during the Ilinden Uprising and it was
restored only recently.
The newest Krusevo church is the one
belonging to the Monastery of the Holy
Transfiguration. It was started by the
famous Krusevo pop star Tose Proevski,
whose tragic death in 2007 prevented him
from finishing it. However people moved
by his death continued his project, so that
the Monastery now is almost finished. It
risesabove the ruins of an ancient monastery
on the Musica mountain, the highest point
in Krusevo at the elevation of 1788 m, just
half an hour’s walk from the town.
Another monastery just outside Krusevo
welcomes travellers arriving from Prilep.
The Holy Salvation Monastery built in 1836
lies half way up the hill on the road to
Krusevo. Hikers can spend the night in the
recently renovated konak before continuing
the ascent to the city.
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Magical Street

O

ne of the most popular tourist
attractions in Bitola is Sirok
Sokak (pronounced shirok
sokak). It is not a monument
or a landmark, but one of the
longest pedestrian streets in the whole
country. Its name means a “wide alley,”
and sokak is actually a Turkish word for
street, referring to the long history of its
popularity dating back to Ottoman times.
The different street names in different
periods tell us about the city’s long history
and change of its rulers. In Ottoman times
it was called Sultania. In the times of the
Kingdom of Yugoslavia it carried the name
“King Peter”. In Socialist Yugoslavia it was
named “Marshal Tito”.
In 1905 the cinema pioneers of the
Balkans, the brothers Milton and Janaki
Manaki, opened their photographic atelier in
Sirok Sokak. The brothers portrayed many
inhabitants of Bitola, different festivities and
filmed the visit of
the
w w
w .last
d mOttoman
w c . o r Sultan
g . m k

to Bitola in 1911. The house of the Manaki
brothers still stands on its original place.
There are several things which make Sirok
Sokak an utmost city attraction and a must
see for any visitor of Bitola.
It is centrally located, starting from
Magnolia Square and ending down at the
City Park. One cannot avoid passing at least
part of it, or crossing it, whatever one does in
Bitola. The street is lined with neo-classical
buildings dating back to the 19th century,
which having been renovated and preserved
are emitting anaroma of the patina of time.
These buildings were erected in the times
when Bitola was the second most important
European city of the Ottoman Empire,
second only to Thessaloniki, administrative
and military center, home to rich merchants
and educated people who brought the
novelties of the European modern life to
the traditional Empire. European secular
and religious schools were founded in the
intellectual
•townS ewith
p t e rich
m b elibraries
r 2 0 1 and
6
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Heritage

ties with the rest of the continent. The city
was a diplomatic centre as well. All the
European major states had their consulates
in Bitola. Rich urban life took place in these
big houses beautifully decorated following
European architectural traditions. After the
renovation, the city’s architecture is a living
witness of the town’s historic splendour
and
importance.
After
Macedonia’s
independence consulates re-opened on
Sirok Sokak rather to restore the tradition
and to enrich the city’s cultural life than to
satisfy particular diplomatic interests.
Two Sirok Sokak buildings tell us of the
importance of Bitola as a former military
centre. The old barracks built in 1848
housed the military academy where the
father of modern Turkey Kemal Ataturk
studied. Today the City Museum is in
this building and it has a memorial room
devoted to Ataturk. The Officers’ House
that was the centre of officers’ life between
military campaigns is the second military
building in the same street. Today it is used
for different cultural activities.
Sirok Sokak is also a shopping street.
S e p t e m b e r 2 0 1 6 • w w w
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It has many stores with elegant windows
and brand names, and in this respect it is
similar to shopping streets in the old city
cores of the most prominent European
cities. But if one steps into one of the small
streets intersecting Sirok Sokak, one will
find oneself in the maze of the old shopping
streets including the large old bazaar area
of which Sirok Sokak used to be part.
What brings the biggest popularity to
the street among the inhabitants is the
combination of two things. It is the irregular
rows of cafes and restaurants on both sides
along the street and the preserved function
of the street as a walking area. Back in the
mid 20th century many towns in Macedonia
had their central streets functioning as
Italian style corso. They were pedestrian
areas where young people walked from
one end of the street to the other sharing
the news, showing off, and developing
friendships and love affairs. Only a few
towns, including Strumica and Ohrid, have
preserved such areas from the period of

w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

early modernization. Bitola, however, is
the only town in which walking down Sirok
Sokak is still as popular as in the old days.
The dress code is different, the hairstyles
are different, the behavior has changed
but people are still walking up and down
the street at least once a day to see and to
be seen,and to socialise. At the same time
Sirok Sokak is just wide enough to have
numerous cafes serving as comfortable
stops for people watching. Because of that,
the tables are arranged in the Parisian style
with all chairs turned to face the street.
Thus people who sit in cafe sare always
turned towards the corso and may be seen
to converse with their company while gazing
at the passers-by.
It is astonishing how Bitola and the whole
country have changed over the past three
turbulent decades, but Sirok Sokak has
preserved age-old behaviours and urban
patterns of interaction.
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Travel Destination

Abandoned
Carved Stone Houses

I

n the curves of Kriva Reka (the
Twisted River) there lies one of the
most peculiar Macedonian villages.
It is almost abandoned. Less than
hundred older people live in the
houses which are spread around in groups
forming neighborhoods
scattered over
more than 15 square kilometers. It is said
that one needs two hours to visit the whole
village. There are many facts and legends
speaking about the glorious past of the
village and the whole area.
The village is called Sopsko Rudare and is
first mentioned in the Ottoman deftersin
1519. It is mentioned in connection with
the mining activities of the local population
belonging to Slavic tribes. The term is used
(probably by the Ottomans) to distinguish
it from another village in the region called
Tursko rudare (Turkish miners). The village
is only 16 kilometres away from Kratovo,

18
18
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which was a mining centre in Macedonia
since Antiquity.
Unlike today, when the village is hardly
accessible due to non asphalted roads
and hilly terrain, in the past it stood on
the imperial road connecting Skopje with
Istanbul. Some old paving stones can still
be seen on the village streets.
The biggest asset of the village is a large
number of old almost deserted houses
which were masterfully built from rocks
carved and arranged to form beautiful
façades. Although nested around the hills
and slopes of the Kriva Reka valley they very
much resemble condensed Mediterranean
towns along the Adriatic coast. The shape
and the beauty of these houses can lead
to the conclusion that they either belonged
to rich people, or to skillful masters who
built their own houses in the manner known
only to them, since they belonged to guilds
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which built mosques, churches, city walls,
towers, hammams, caravan serays and
other landmark buildings of the Ottoman
Empire. The reason to opt for the second
conclusion is the still uncontested reputation
of people from the area as skilled masons
and construction workers.
Another element of the village heritage
is the legend about the healing abilities
of the five wells in the village. They are
devoted to St. Petka, and are carefully
covered to preserve their cleanliness. The
locals say that thousands of people visit
the wells annually to obtain the healing
waters. Another legend which is spreading
is associated with the character of Dedo
(Grandpa) Zafir who was an old man living in
the beginning of the twentieth century. The
oldest villagers testify to his prophetic gift
and remember his proverbial prophecies.
They say, although he lived in such a remote
area he predicted sensor doors, airplanes,
long distance calls, heart transplantation,
conglomeration of the cities and many other
modern phenomena.
The fantastic terrain and the beautiful
stone houses are complemented by other
landmarks still undiscovered by tourists.
The old fortress of Konjuh guards the access
to the area above the Kriva Reka river. Its
w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

nice Ottoman style
arch bridge over
the river is still in
use. There is an old
rotunda church of
grand proportions.
Its size and the
quality of materials
suggest that it once
may have been a
cathedral serving a
larger population or
had administrative
importance.
And
there is a better
known site with
the megalith rock
Cocev Kamen. The
villagers
believe
that all the unusual
rocks on the top of the hills are actually
megaliths belonging to a network of
religious signs of the archaic population that
once had its kingdom in the area.
Today, the almost deserted village is
waiting for the return of its inhabitants
whomigrated to the towns of Kratovo,
Kumanovo and Skopje. Unfortunately only a
small number of people have retired in the
beauty of their homeland. Some of them
are trying to develop their agricultural and
stock breeding skills. They have their own
gardens with fruits and vegetables or are
producing delicious goat cheese sold only
through family and friendship networks in
the big towns.
It is widely believed that the building
of the transport Corridor 8 with a railway
and a highway passing near the village
will bring more visitors to the local sights.
But the residents are not sure if they want
this to happen or not. Superior transport
connections may bring the noise of the
urbanity to these peaceful area. But they are
not total recluses as they enjoy the popular
gathering on St. Theodor’s Saturday, the
feast falling on the first Saturday after Easter
when people living elsewhere return to the
village to celebrate, to gather together and
to share stories and news.
•
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Recreation

Adrenalin
in the Sky

M

acedonia
is
becoming
a top destination for
paragliding. Shar Mountain
above Tetovo and Gostivar,
Vodno over Skopje, the
spacious Polog and Vardar valleys, the hills
surrounding Ohrid and Mavrovo lakes, the
hills above Prilep and the high lying town
of Krusevo descending into Pelagonia plain
- all are perfect landscapes for the fastest
developing recreational sport in the country.
Spectacular videos and images of dozens of
paragliders floating in the air have spread
over the social media and among advertising
agencies. Even National Geographic
presented the paragliding opportunities
in Macedonia alongside the efforts of tour
operators and tourism agencies. The growth
of this most popular branch of the so-called
active tourism has been further supported
The launching ground near Gostivar is
by different bodies. Over the years, different over the village of Cegrane, and it is holding
state authorities, such as Tourism Promotion its first open competitions. Galicica’s bare
Agency, municipal governments and peaks provide rare views towards both
mayors, with the help of foreign donors like Prespa and Ohrid lake, with splendid
USAID and Swiss Agency for Development, navigation above the crystal clean waters
equipped several launching grounds with and safe landing on the spacious beach in
sophisticated weather stations, paragliders’ Livadista.
inspection posts, information tables and
The mentioned investments in these zones
road signs.
enable safe take off and landing and easier
Due to its moderate climate, a large navigation. The data that can be consulted
number of sunny days, mountains and via mobile internet saves time and money
large valleys, Macedonia had a huge to the pilots. They do not need to drive up
potential to develop. The area around the to the spot to check the weather conditions.
Ascension of the Mother of God Monastery By using smart phones pilots can receive
in Treskavec above Prilep, is considered to data about the direction and the strength of
be one of the best launching grounds in the the wind as well as the temperature.
whole Balkans. The amazing rocky plateau
With the assistance of ATTA (Adventure
featuring circular monastery walls and Travel Trade Association) and other
buildings offers spectacular rides over the international organisations Macedonian
Prilep fields down to the Greek border.
paragliding clubs popularise paragliding
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as well as hang gliding, and parachuting.
This kind of tourism has no negative
impact on nature and is beneficial to local
communities.
Krusevo has so far been the most visited
location equipped with launching and
landing zones east and west of the town. The
good asphalt roads to the final destinations
allowing easy access, the combination
of shady woods with low grass launching
zones, and the vertical slopes ideal for easy
start are conditions contributing to growing
popularity and increase of the number of
visitors. It has already hosted dozens of
cross country competitions and different
paragliding cups, including European,
national and world championships. The
town has all the conditions to meet the
required standards. The participants are
using GPS receivers to locate their position
several times thus assuring they have
w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

passed all the necessary phases in the air.
This investment saw a 30 per cent
growth in tourism in Krusevo. The pilots
are impressed by the splendid nature as
well as the affordable prices. By using the
techniques of thermal flying and crosscountry flying paragliders can travel vast
distances. Launching in Krusevo and landing
in Skopje is a frequent route of experienced
pilots.
The so-called thermals are formed as a
resultof the temperature differentials caused
by the sun falling on the ground features
(such as rock faces or large buildings). They
set off thermals which rise through the air.
Sometimes these are simple rising columns
of air. More often, they are blown sideways
by the wind and will break off from the
source, with a new thermal forming later.
Once a pilot finds a thermal, s/he begins to
fly in a circle, trying to center the circle on the
strongest part of the thermal (the “core”),
where the air is rising the fastest. Once the
skills of using thermals to gain altitude have
been mastered, pilots can glide from one
thermal to the next to go cross country.
Having gained altitude in a thermal, a pilot
glides down to the next available thermal.
Landing a paraglider, involves some specific
techniques and traffic patterns. Paragliding
pilots most commonly lose their height by
flying a figure of eight over the landing zone
until the correct height is achieved. Then
they line up into the wind and give the glider
full speed. Once the correct height (about a
meter above ground) is achieved the pilot
will ‘stall’ the glider in order to land.
As more and more clubs employing
experienced staff are being registered,
this sport is being made accessible not
only to professionals but also to the wider
public. The clubs’ experienced coaches train
amateur enthusiasts so that they can reach
beginner’s level very fast, while with the
so-called tandem flights, professional pilots
can take any enthusiast up into the sky for
a flight with spectacular views.
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Holiday

25thAnniversary
of Independence

8

September is the newestof
Macedonian national holidays.
It was on this date that the
independence referendum was
held in 1991. Then more than
95% of the voters answered “yes” to
“Independent Macedonia with the right
to enter in future alliances with other
Yugoslav states”.
The Referendum
Commission did not receive any complaints
about irregularities or violations.
The outcome of the referendum was
supported by the majority of Macedonian
politicians. The Prime Minister at the time,
Nikola Kljusev, said that the referendum
was “the continuation of centuries-long
struggle of the Macedonian people”,
stressing that it is up to the people to
decide what kind of future state would
develop, “without servant mentality and
inferiority towards the rest of the exYugoslav peoples”. Congratulations on the
th

22
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referendum came from many countries.
The United States praised the moderate
way and the sense of compromise in which
the independence had been proclaimed.
After the referendum, the National
Radio organized a celebration in response
to the enthusiasm of the citizens who
had already gathered in Skopje’s main
square. Kiro Gligorov, who went on to
became president of Macedonia, greeted
all the free independent citizens who had
become the sovereigns of Macedonia.
The referendum took place in very
turbulent times. Armed conflicts which
later evolved into a civil war had already
started in the territories of Slovenia and
Croatia. The Hague Peace Conference
and the European Community Declaration
confirmed the immutability of state
borders putting a ban on military means
of reaching political solutions and
threatened sanctions.
Despite these

2 0 1 6 • w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k
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affirmations, there was a continued fear
of how the Serbian government and the
Yugoslav Army would react to the Act
of Independence. Under these difficult
conditions, Macedonian politicians lead
by Kiro Gligorov succeeded in negotiating
a peaceful retreat of the Yugoslav Army
from Macedonian territory. In the following
years the new democracy established a
Macedonian Army, currency and sports
teams to replace the earlier Yugoslav
federal institutions.
The Order of Merit of 8th September
has been presented to world statesmen
who had contributed to the struggle for
Macedonian Independence. The Bulgarian
president Zelu Zelev, the German president
Roman Herzog, and the Danish Foreign
Minister Ufe Eleman Jensen are some of
those who have been honored with it.
As two other major milestones of
Macedonian Independence - the 1902
uprising against the Ottoman rule and
the first session of the Anti-Fascist
Assembly of the National Liberation of
Macedonia (ASNOM) that proclaimed the
first Macedonian nation state within the
Yugoslav Federation in 1944 - fall on 2
August widely celebrated as St. Elijah’s
w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

Day, or Ilinden in Macedonian, the 8th
September of 1991 is often called “the
third Ilinden”.
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Mother Teresa
in Macedonia
By Chris Deliso

M

other Teresa’s September
4th canonisation at the
Vatican
brought
new
attention to Macedonia and
her hometown of Skopjewhere travelers are increasingly keen to
visit the memorial house in her honor.
After her death in 1997, Mother Teresa
was fast-tracked for sainthood by Pope
John Paul II, being beatified in 2003. Pope
Francis’ approval of her second miracle last
December set the stage for her canonisation
to take place, fittingly enough, during the
pope’s declared Jubilee Year of Mercy,
the day before her annual feast day of
September 5th.
Even for non-Catholics, Mother Teresa
is an instantly recognizable figure, one
eternally associated with piety and service
to the poor and sick. Yet since her mission
was carried out in India, not as many may
be aware of her Balkan roots and how
her early experiences there shaped her
and influenced her decision to make the
long and uncertain journey that ended up
becoming her life’s vocation.
Teresa was born in August 1910 as
Gonxha Agnes Bojaxhiu. Today the capital
of the Republic of Macedonia, Skopje then
was part of the Ottoman Empire, as was
neighboring Kosovo, from where Teresa’s
parents had roots. The nun’s memory is
preserved particularly strongly among
Albanians here.
Just a few years after the 2003
beatification, initiatives were being made
for commemorating Mother Teresa in both
Skopje and Prishtina (the capital of Kosovo,
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Personalities
a 90-minute drive to the north). The latter
would receive a grand cathedral, now mostly
finished, while the former city committed
to building a memorial house in her honor.
Since the Bojaxhiu’s ancestral home has
long disappeared, city planners chose an
appropriate place to build the memorial
house, and indeed one where the young
Gonxha spent much of her time: the site
where Skopje’s historical Catholic Church of
the Sacred Heart had stood until the 1963
earthquake, an event that devastated much
of the city.
Designed by noted local architect Vangel
Bozhinovski, the Memorial House of Mother

w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

Teresa combines aspects of a cozy museum
and a symbolic fusion of the traditional
Ottoman-era home, with its stonework, gate
and inner well, and the spiritual, crowned
by a splendid chapel where masses are
held on Tuesday mornings. (Visiting groups
of pilgrims can also pray and hold special
services here). There is also a small gift
shop at the ground level, selling multilingual books about Mother Teresa and
hand-made religious jewellery.
According to the memorial house’s
director, Renata Kutera-Zdravkovska, “we
receive over 100,000 visitors a year.” Noting
that the museum has already gone through
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Memorial House of Mother Teresa, 9 Macedonia Str.
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seven thick guest books since opening in
2009, she adds that this number of visitors
has made the Mother Teresa memorial “one
of Skopje’s most-visited sights.”
Here, friendly guides take the visitor on
a chronological tour of Mother Teresa’s lifelending insight not only into her personal
experiences, but into the history of a
city and society of a bygone era. Historic
photos, original handwritten letters,
religious medallions and one of Teresa’s
iconic blue-and-white saris are among the
exhibits presented.
Yet beyond these physical remnants, one
appreciates also the insights they provide
S e p t e m b e r 2 0 1 6 • w
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into the sort of life the young Gonxha had.
They attest to the inspirational priest whose
letters from missionaries in far-off India
sparked her passion, and detail the daily life
of an eclectic, multi-ethnic city. And they
reveal centuries-old traditions enjoyed by
Catholic families like the Bojaxhiu clan, such
as the annual summer pilgrimage across
the Skopska Crna Gora mountain range
separating Macedonia from Kosovo, to the
village of Letnica for the Feast of the Holy
Mother of God. It was there that the girl
resolved, at the age of 18, to give her life to
missionary work.
While the memorial house is worth visiting
on any day of the year, special events,
such as exhibitions and presentation of
documentaries are held annually on Mother
Teresa’s birthday (August 26) and on her
feast day of September 5th.

Note: a longer version of this article
was originally published in March 2016
in the British Catholic magazine, The
Tablet. You can find it and many other

w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

articles on the author’s website, www.
chrisdeliso.com
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Protestantism
on Macedonian Soil

W

hen it comes to talking visibility of protestants and the spread of
about small religious their religion. The missions in Strumica
communities in Macedonia, and Radovis were particularly successful,
protestants tend to be seen as well as the missions in the Pirin region,
as a smaller community in the present-day Bulgaria, where the
than they actually are. According to the last first Evangelical church communities were
census, at least 3% of the population belong established. The first Congress of the
to this Christian denomination. The great Methodist Church was held in May 1895.
number of different protestant churches and
Adventism took root in Skopje in 1880
communities to which individual believers with the arrival of Andreas Zefrid from
belong contributes to the impression of a America. In Strumica, Adventist practice
small and marginal community. But if we was associated with an Armenian Doctor
take into consideration all the communities, Garabeth Yeram, who, besides being a
we shall see that we have to speak of a preacher, was an excellent doctor and a
history of 166 years and a significant mark charismatic figure. He encouraged charity
on the country’s life and history.
work among the local population. One
The first Evangelical movements date back of the first adepts of Adventism was the
to the Ottoman times. After the opening of young teacher Atina Dimova who went to
Rofert’s College in Istanbul missionaries of study medicine in Battle Creek, USA, and
this Protestant institution spread all over in 1907 returned to Skopje to practice her
the Empire. Their activities were centered profession and continue her religious work.
on giving poor people hope and improving The baptism of seven inhabitants of Prilep
their chances of getting out of poverty. in 1923 by the Slovenian preacher Albin
Interestingly, one of their activities was Mosnik is considered as the real start of the
visiting prisons and negotiating prisoner organized church life according to Adventist
release with Ottoman authorities. And, of rules.
course, they preached and distributed the
The activity of the legendary Helen Stone
Bible and other Christian literature. The and her kidnapping organized by Vojvod Jane
establishment of hospitals and high schools Sandanski gave much attention to both her
in Thessaloniki and Bitola increased the missionary work and revolutionary struggle
S e p t e m b e r 2 0 1 6 • w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k
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of Macedonians. Protestantism boomed in
Skopje, Bitola and especially in StrumicaRadovis region. But the wars of the early 20th
century and then the political consequences
of these wars brought in a dark period for
religious pluralism in the region.
After Macedonia’s territory was partitioned
and the present-day republic became part of
the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, missionary work
was strongly discouraged by the state which
opted for the Orthodox Church to which the
majority of the population belonged. This
led to the unification of the Macedonian
Protestants with the Northern Yugoslav
protestants and the establishment of the
United Evangelist-Methodist Church at the
annual conference in Vrbas, Vojvodina.
Today the Evangelical-Methodist Church
has its churches in several Macedonian
towns (Skopje, Bitola, Kocani, Prilep,
Radovis, Strumica) as well as the villages
like Raklis (near Radovis) and Monospitovo,
and Veljusa, Murtino and Kolesino in the
Strumica region, which preserved their faith
in difficult times. The Baptist church also has
a few churches with several respectedand
highly educated families who have belonged
to the community for almost a century and
w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

who continue to preach.
Even the Christian Community of Jehovah’s
Witnesses hadan early start in Macedonia.
The first gathering took place in the village
of Veljusa in 1930, then after World War II a
gathering was organized in 1959 in Kolesino,
while the first group in Skopje started in
1969 and the first gathering in 1976.
While in the 19th and early 20th century
preachers from the USA and Western
Europe came to Macedonia, at the end of
the 20th century and even more so in the
past decade, many Macedonians, including
protestants, emigrated to the USA, Canada
and Australia forming new Macedonian
speaking parishes in those countries.
Today all the protestant churches in
Macedonia are involved in significant
publishing and charitable activities. They
helped refugees and internally displaced
people during the conflict in 2001; they
donate funds for the renovation of schools.
Together with other Christian churches they
are members of the Biblical Association of
Macedonia that publishes joint magazine
and in general isan example of good interdenominational relationship.
•
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Foreign Words
in the Macedonian
Language

M

acedonian
belongs
to
the south Slavic family of
languages. Bulgarian and
Serbian are its closest
linguistic relatives. But
thanks to its central position in the Balkans,
Macedonian territory has always been an
intersection of peoples, ethnic groups, and
influences, all of which affected the corpus
of the language. Thus, it is estimated
that Macedonian has over 65 000 words.
Educated people are estimated to use some
4 000 to 5 000 words while writers use
some 20 000 to 30 000.
Some words, such as ajvar, are so typical
of Macedonia, that they are considered to
be part of the national identity. They are
used in the cultural branding, for touristic
promotion etc. Macedonians were so
angry with Slovenians who, being first in
the European Union, rushed to register
the famous red pepper pâte as a typical
Slovenian product. But it seems that
Macedonians are not aware of the fact that
ajvar is a Turkish word and that the dish is
a tradition from the Ottoman times.
The language is a living being. It is a
matter which is changing together with
society and its living conditions. It is open
to influences from other cultures and
languages, just as the people who speak
it. People are creating the language and
they bear the responsibility for enriching or
impoverishing it.
LEXICAL SNOBBISM
Some
words
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in the language is a recent fashion. They
call it lexical snobbism, when instead of an
existing word one uses a foreign one, slang,
jargon or dialectical variant. Leisure radio
and TV programmes, talk shows, and live
streaming are most often criticized for this.
But they are not the only ones responsible
for modern-day linguistic borrowing: small
businesses and traders use English words
or Latin script instead of the official Cyrillic
alphabet foraltogether different, pragmatic
reasons.
While the new words which are imported
into the language without trying to find,
construct, or use a more appropriate Slavic
word cause concern among linguists, they
are more keen to retain the archaisms,
which are certainly dying fast as the reality
and the reasons for their everyday use no
longer exist. They are considered to have a
high cultural and stylistic value, keep track of
the social and cultural history of the people.
They are the symbol of the complexity of
the national identity and speak about the
continuity, roots and traditions.
GREEK ROOTS
The presence of the Greek words is one
of the oldest influences in the Macedonian
language. It is due to the fact that Cyrillic
alphabet was invented by the Byzantine
missionaries Sts Cyril and Methodius, who,
together with their disciples, translated the
Bible and all the Church literature needed
for the religious life of the converted Slavic
pagans. Thus the whole religious and
spiritual life was highly affected by words of
Greek origin like liturgija (liturgy), igumen
(abbot), kaluger (monk), parastos,
panahida (prayers for the dead) etc. But the
linguists say that the biggest influence of the
Greek language lies in the transformation
of Macedonian into an analytical language
(with the introduction of articles), which
makes it unlike most other Slavic languages
which are synthetic. The linguists however
have counted more than 1000 Greek words
in the Macedonian language. Some like
kirija (rent), zesko
w w w (hot),
. d m wzito
c . o (wheat)
r g . m k

have been in use for more than 15 centuries.
OTTOMAN TRACES
One of the largest groups of foreign words
comes from the Turkish language because
Macedonia was under the Ottoman rule for
more than 500 years. Linguistic analysis
found that there are more than 3000
words of Turkish origin. But the influence
is bilateral. More than 300 words of Slavic
origin infiltrated into the modern Turkish
language.
Some words are so deeply ingrained in
everyday life that no language reform can
eliminate them: patlijan (tomato), filjan
(cup), papuci (slippers). Some other words
survive only in the archaic layer, but are still
part of the language: ciflik (feudal property),
vizier (minister), kadiya (judge). Such
archaisms are mostly present in the oral
culture, in the proverbs, sayings, poems etc.
SERBIAN INFLUENCES
Another great influence on Macedonian
is the Serbian language, which is due to
the linguistic and geographic proximity, but
also to the official status of the language.
Serbian is present in Macedonian on two
levels. First of all, northern Macedonian
dialects, including the biggest and most
influential Skopje, Tetovo and Kumanovo
ones, are close to Serbian. This makes
many Serbian words normal elements of
Skopje or Kumanovo regional dialects.
Secondly, the official use, the influence
of the media and shared socio-political
realities during the 80 years of living in the
same state have led to a strong presence
of the Serbian language. However, Serbian
words, especially in the official and high
cultural practice, are regarded as erroneous
usage and uncultivated intrusions. As
linguistic distinctiveness is so important for
the national identity, there is a tendency
to insist on the use of Macedonian words
instead of Serbian or Bulgarian borrowings
or dialectisms.
•
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hear that this is an Albanian word, just as
the word rovja (thunder), which is so dear
to poets.
While some foreign words came into
Macedonian directly from their original
languages,
others
entered
through
mediation. Thus, there are some Persian
and Arabic words which came with the
Turkish influence. Few people know that
kibrit (matches) is from Arabic while
gerdan (necklace), boston (common word
for watermelon and melon) and cesma
(tap) are Persian.
Many German words came with the use of
various machines and technologies. Originally
German terms are used for car parts, tools,
names of machines and mechanisms. They
have been altered and somewhat adapted
to Macedonian, but still sound quite distant
and incongruent with the rest of the language
– gurtna (break pad), sajbna (washer),
strafciger (screw driver), stangla (rod),
motorcangla (pliers).
For almost fifteen years there has been
a Law on the Macedonian Language, which
discourages the use of foreign words and
supports the use of original Macedonian
expressions or ones which are close to the
Macedonian language heritage and which
better express the national spirit and way
of life. But it seems that the demands of the
real life are stronger than the musings of
the language connoisseurs and law-makers.

OTHER INFLUENCES
Apart from the languages of the closest
nations or the overall domination of English,
there are words and language traces of
other languages as well.
One
may
be
surprised to hear that
kapar (partial advance
payment) or trampa
(exchange) come from
the Italian language.
Or that palto (suit)
and tantela (lace)
are not archaisms
but borrowings from
French. People from
Bitola are so proud of
their dialectical term
for girl, cupe, but many
would be surprised to
S e p t e m b e r 2 0 1 6 • w w w
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Editorial

Flag Day

T

he large Albanian community
in Macedonia celebrates two
important dates in the autumn.
The first one is the Day of the
Albanian Alphabet celebrated
on 22 November to mark the day when the
Albanian alphabet was standardized in 1908
during the Congress of Manastir (Kongresi i
Manastirit) in present-day Bitola. This date
became a commemorative day and a holiday
for the citizens belonging to the Albanian
community in Macedonia.
The other date, which is not an official
holiday in the country, comes only a few days
later. Flag Day (Dita e flamurit) is one of the
most important celebrations of the Albanians.
It started in Albania in 1912 to celebrate
national independence, but very soon became
a national holiday of all Albanians regardless
of the country they live in, as Albanian national
flag became not only a marker of the Albanian
statehood, but also a symbol uniting all ethnic
Albanians. The date of the holiday, 28th
November, unifies two events: the hoisting
of the Albanian flag in Vlore in 1912 and
the flying of the same flag by the medieval
ruler Scanderbeg in 1443. Scanderbeg is
an indelible memory of the Albanian people
despite the centuries that have passed since
his times, so that both Scanderbeg and his flag
have been symbols around which Albanians’
awareness of their identity was preserved and
developed over the centuries when they did
not possess their own state. The flag with a
black two-headed eagle on a red background
is also recognized as the community flag of
the Albanians in Macedonia. It is hoisted on
all the national holidays together with the
Macedonian state flag in the municipalities
with Albanian majority. In these municipalities
Albanian community flag is also displayed
on some other official occasions. In private
celebrations, such as weddings and funerals,
the flag is used much more frequently.
Early Flag Day celebrations in Macedonia
w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

caused tensions between the majority ethnic
Macedonian population and the Albanians.
But within years both sides accepted it as
one of several community holidays, one side
no longer feeling the need to overexpose
the flag, and the other side understanding
that the holiday itself is not a provocation of
interethnic hostility.
Albanian independence was gained in
1912 after a successful People’s Uprising
against already weakened Ottoman Empire.
As the already independent Serbia, Greece,
Bulgaria and others opted for a partition of
the territories which the Ottomans held in the
Balkans, Albanian leaders and intellectuals
rushed to proclaim the territory of Albania as
a sovereign country. In a swift but effortful
diplomatic action they managed to secure the
support of both the Ottomans and the “great
powers” like Austro-Hungary and Italy.
The recognition came in phases. The country
first gained autonomy under the Ottoman
sovereignty, but after the Balkan wars and the
partition of the Ottoman regions, in 1913, it
was recognized as an independent country
ruled by a European monarch under the
supervision of great powers. The resolution
of uncertainty around the status of Albania
was precipitated by the the Great Assembly
held in Vlore on 28 November 1912, when the
Independence was declared by 83 deputies
from many towns where Albanians lived as
well as representatives of the diaspora. After
the declaration was unanimously accepted,
one of the most prominent deputies, Ismail
Qemali waved the national flag from the
balcony in the presence of several hundred
Albanians. The flag was modeled after the
15th-century flag of Scanderbeg’s principality.
•
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Cusine

Macedonian
“Pizza”

P

astrmajlija is becoming the most
famous pastry dish in the country. It is a special type of open
pie made from dough and meat.
It has an elongated oval shape,
raised sides and small meat cubes in the
middle.
Competing with the globally popular
Italian pizza, the Macedonian pastrmajlija is
becoming wide spread all over the country.
It is served in both national restaurants and
pizzerias. The brand has a big potential to
spread even beyond the country’s borders.
Part of its wide popularity lies in the fact
that it is a traditional dish of at least four
towns from the central and eastern regions:
Veles, Sveti Nikole, Stip and Kratovo.
They all hold their traditional pastrmajlija
feasts called “Pastrmajlijada” (rhyming
with olimpijada, or olympiad). These
manifestations draw thousands of visitors
who spend a few days eating pastrmajlija,
drinking, and enjoying the nightlife enriched
by local or international music stars.
Different competitions and the setting of
records are part of the festivity. People from
these towns are very competitive and proud
of their local pastrmajlija specialties, and
known to argue for hours why Sveti Nikole
variety is better than the one from Stip, etc.
If we go back in history, we will discover
that it is not a mere coincidence that this
dish emerged around the same time in
several towns spread over such a large
area. The name pastrmajlija comes from
“pastrma” which is salted and dried
lamb or mutton. It is connected with the
large sheep breeding area stretching from
Veles through Sveti Nikole to the slopes
of Plackovica Mountain in Stip and the
Osogovo Mountain in Kratovo. This was the
S e p t e m b e r 2 0 1 6 • w w
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low-land area where sheep flocks spent the
winter waiting for the summer when they
returned to the green mountain pastures.
Sheep breeders from such distant areas as
Krusevo and Sar Mountain used to come to
the central-eastern plain. On the other side
Stip, Veles and Kratovo were the trading
centres where sheep breeders exchanged
their products and shared their traditional
food and recipes. The dried meat laid on an
easily prepared pie was an excellent winter
dish for the nomadic shepherds as well as
for travelling merchants who traded their
products in the towns.
The dough is prepared in almost the same
way in all four locations, save a few local
variationsin the proportions of water, salt,
oil and sugar, and in the time needed for
the dough to rise. The mastery is displayed
in the forming of the pastry, the kneading
and spreading. The pie should not be
overstretched and it has to be flattened by
hand. Another small secret is the preparation
of meat: what spices are used and how long
it is marinated before baking.
The pieces of meat should be carefully
placed on the pie without overlapping.
During baking it is important to butter the
pie to make sure the ends are soft and not
burnt. Some chefs leave the pie to “breathe”
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after it is baked and then butter or oil it.
The chefs recommend that the pie be
baked for seven to eight minutes at 280
degrees C. That is the ideal temperature
that can only be achieved with professional
ovens and low doors. The best pastrmajlija
can therefore be eaten in a restaurant
where it is traditionally served with crashed
hot red chili pepper called bukovec and

w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

pickled green chili peppers.
There are generally two types of
pastrmajlija served in restaurants. One
made with pork and the other with chicken.
There are subtle differences in the spices
and the preparation depending on the
nature of the meat.
In Kratovo pastrmajlija instead of fresh
pork or chicken different dried meats, but
not pastrma, are still used. Only very few
traditional restaurants use the original
sheep pastrma, some just add sheep fat to
enhance the taste. Stip pastrmajlija, unlike
the three other varieties, does not have
eggs baked over the meat.
Pastrma was well known in the Ottoman
world, but some believe it dates back even
to the Byzantine times. Several nations
from the Middle East and the Caucasus
have similar dishes called pastrami or
pastirma. There seem to be endless
combinations of the type of dough, pie
shape, and different kinds of meat as well
as spices and condiments that go with it.
The Macedonian variant equals any of them
in taste and is acquiring new supporters and
getting a wider popularity.

•
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The Delicious
and Healthy Fig

B

eing a country just beyond the
Mediterranean, the southern
parts of Macedonia are an ideal
terrain for the FicusCarica, or
the fig tree. This late summer
delight grows in the valleys of the lower
Vardar and its tributaries. The markets
and road stands in Gevgelija, Dojran
andValandovooffer an abundance of
figs,especially the green, Adriatic,variety.
The unfamiliar passers-by or those who
did not spend their childhoodclose to this
fresh delight might be skepticaloffig’s
taste and texture. Indeed, one needs
some time to get used to the chewiness
of their flesh, smoothness of their skin,
and – the most troubling thing – the
crunchiness of their seeds.
The fig tree can be found even in
the higher plains of Strumica, and as
farnorth as Kavadarci and Veles. The
rocky but sunny terrains around
Skopje and in the eastern
parts of Macedonia are a
36
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friendly environment for the purple and
dark varieties. Local monasteries’ and
mosques’ backyards can surprise the
visitor with a fig tree giving an impression
of theMediterranean and immediately
evoking summer holiday’s melancholy. Of
course, they may also impart a feeling of
sanctity, most likely, because figs have
been known since the beginning of our era.
They were planted in the Garden of Eden,
and were a delicacy at Babylonian
and Egyptian courts. Ancient
Greek
athletes
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favoured them during Olympic Games as
they provided the energy needed for the
sporting efforts.
The figs unlike many other plants do
not require any special conditions for their
cultivation. They can grow on any soil,
even rocky or sandy. This is why they can
be spotted even onvertical sides of cliffs,
by the roads, and near dumps. They do
not require much water. Two rainfalls in
a season are enough to supply the tree
with fresh water.Roots can find their way
to moisture as far as 12 meters away
from the tree. The plant is very resistant
todiseasesand insects, so there is no need
for special protection. And this, at the same
time, makes the fig a healthy and ecofriendly pesticide-free fruit.As the trees
grow older, they give bigger and better
fruits. The fig tree cools the environment
providing shelter from summer heat in the
hills and plains. For best fruits the tree
must be exposed to sun. Some varieties
can give up to four harvests a year. The
ones bred in Macedonia bear fruit once or
twice during the season.
The figs are a recent discovery of
nutritionists and anti-cancer activists.
They are highly recommended for their
dietary properties. Being rich with dietary
fibre, they are a sweet way to lose weight.
As a good source of potassium they help
control the blood pressure. The leaves,
which can be eaten or used to make an
infusion, have antidiabetic properties:they
reducethe need for insulin. They also
lower the levels of triglycerides and inhibit
the growth of certain types of cancer cells.
The figs can be consumed fresh and dried.
The best figs are have a deep richcolour,
and are plump and tender, but not mashy.
They should have firm stems and be free
of bruises. A sour smell indicates that the
figs may be spoilt. Butresearchers have
found that the antioxidant levels peak
when he fruits are fully ripe,almost to the
point of the onset of rot.
While fresh figs do not last long, dried
w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

ones can preserve their properties for six
to eight months.One has to remember,
though, that dry figs have five times more
calories and sugar than the fresh ones,
which may be a concern for dieters and
people with diabetes.
The wild figs preserveis among the
delicacies which are traditionally produced
in Macedonia. The preparation is a
demanding process. The wild figs are not
edible when raw. They are hard and have
a milky sap that causes allergy. So they
must be picked carefully avoiding any
contact with the sap. They are soaked and
boiled in several waters, and then cooked
fast with sugar until the syrup is thin and
runny. This dessert was well received at
Slow Food events, so that now special
festivals are dedicated to it in Dojran and
surrounding villages.
The fig’s sweet taste ideally combines
with the salty taste of goat and sheep
cheese, and together with almonds they
are recommended by food connoisseursas
an hors d’ oeuvre or dessert. Quartered
figs are added to salads with fennel,
arugula and Parmesan cheese. They are
used in oatmeal, whole grain porridge, and
in different frozen yogurt and ice cream
desserts.The biscuitroll filled with fig jam
is one of the most popular products of the
local food industry.
•
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Lulëzim Haziri
social sensibility. With the further poetry
collections“Kur dyerthapen me zile”
(“When doors open by ringing”) (1995),
“Daljanga safari” (2005) (“Exiting safari”)
and “Vetmi e varursinumërnëportë”
(2015) (“Loneliness hanging like a door
number”) he continued to enforce a poetic
discourse of everyday urban life full of
worry, dilemmaand distress.
LulëzimHazirihas also expanded into
writing short stories, essays and
commentary, especially on the rock history
and wider culture. Some of these writings
are included in his booksof non-fiction
“Rokenrollishqiptar!” (2000) (Albanian
rock’n’roll”) and “Bardhë e zi” (2010)
(“Black and white”).
He lives is Gostivar and works as a human
rights activist.

Lulëzim Haziri is a poet and journalist.
He was born in 1962 in Reçan, Gostivar.
He studied at the Technical University in
Prishtina, Kosovo, while his first poems were
published in the magazines “Zëriirinisë”,
“Bota e re”, “Fjala”, “Rilindja”, etc. In 1989
the publishing house Rilindjapublished his
first poetry collection “Këngalindnëvetmi”
(“A song born in solitude”).
With this collection the poet brought
to the Albanian literature poetry with a

Unlike many other poets, Lulëzim Hazirididn’t
take poetry as a pamphlet written with
random reference… He doesn’t pretend
to change this world, but with his art
makes it more beautiful. Hazirigets
inspiration from the ugly, about which he
writes beautifully. His poetry often looks
like prose, but you can find a lot of things
there. Ordinary things get a new life in
his poetry.
SalajdinSalihu

Rhinoceros

dreamrestsin his fingers in his arms
digging deep

It stands aside in the savannah amidst the
noise of its own kin It burrows the dry land
the barrenfield
with the tip of its horn
It painfully dig sin to the earth like
a possessed archaeologist whose
38
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It digs…
It burrows… It delves…
In droughtin deathin barrenness
It lazily raises its head
Lookinga t the clouds whispering
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memories Dreaming of monotonous
summer rain Whichit would first feel
Like tears or sweat
Rather than raind ropson its thick skin
Moving slowly across the savannah Far
from the noise of his kin
All the way to the rainbow, to the river to
drink
Morningsong
Fedup with the nocturne written at midday
I wokeup with the first sunshine
Together with the cockcrow of selfpraise
I opened my eyes and looked through
the window
The fluorescent lightsp read out it sarms
All the way to infinity
The traffic lights winked
The city buses hurried heedlessly
The passers-by carried their severed
heads Their hands searching pockets full
of illusions Newspapers sticking out of
the irrims
As the most efficient cure for the lack of
communication
In this age of eclipses
When the nocturnesare written at midday
The sunhangs at the zenith Marking
the end of the market day When with
darkglasses on my nose I set outsearch
of the singing cocks.
TheBirthof theSong
The lonely people are like zeros
You add them
You subtractthem
w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

Never One Never Two Or Three
The zero follows them
But theyarenot zeros
The lonely people don’t eat Time
Dry
They write letters with tearful eyes
And never mail them
Loneliness does not stamp them
It makes you hang yourself on a line
of words And likea scratched record
chants repeatedly The song is born in
loneliness
The song is born in loneliness
The songis born in loneliness
…………………………………….
Busts
The sculptors were not bothered by their
real appearances but the bronze men
were handsom eany way
the leaves above them were made
anxious aswere the freezing lovers
beneath them by their bronzesilence
But the stagecurtain lifts up
and those handsome mena reremoved
on tractors their eyes of metal looking
broken
while watching the streetsand the squares
saddened by the betrayal, the lies, plots
and hatred
The neglected bustsare most attractive
when a pigeon or crowdropssomeshit on
their regular nose and when
the garbage collectorspayno attention to it
Even myself feel off end ed when wipingit
off
An old man comes along the all eyand
wave shisstick
at the nose of abust,saying: “Thisthief
stole two of my cows!”
translated by Zoran Ancevski
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Fashion

Tradition Is the
ID card of a Nation

W

hen one talks about
discovering the identity
of one’s nation, one has
to talk about the nation’s
cultural heritage, in
particular, about what its traditions are
expressing and showcasing. Tradition
is a “bank of values” with its styles and
authentic motifs, which are an inspiration
for the creativity of the world fashion of
today. In the dialogue between the past
and the present tradition is intertwined
with the industry and the art of modern
design.
The early Macedonian fashion dates
from the 19th century. Before that, we
40
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can talk only about instantly recognisable
traditional garments with a distinct style
typical of each region. It is noteworthy
that the characteristics and features of
each folk ensemble managed to preserve
their authenticity even through their
transformation into urban clothing during
the period of intensive rural to urban
migration in the early 19th century.
The increasing Europeanization of
clothing coincided with several other
societal transformations, such as the
transition from feudalism to capitalism
and the development of post-Ottoman
consciousness. Nevertheless, the process
of accepting European influences and
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the transition to a European wardrobe
happened very slowly and in stages.
Photographs of city families which date
from the last decades of the 19th century
show that new elements were introduced
gradually into conservative wardrobes.
Conservative style survived well into the
first decades of the 20th century, so that
a total acceptance of world fashion trends
came only after World War II.
However, the fondness for the old
values has always remained an eternal
source of new inspiration in fashion. Not
only has the wealth of the Macedonian
folk costume heritage found its place in
the ethnological museum, but also
in today‘s fashion. Today‘s
designers inspired by the
outstanding collections of
traditional costumes and
handicrafts incorporate
their elements and
motifs into both
w o m e n ’ s
and men‘s
wa r d r o b e .
To d a y ‘ s
f a s h i o n
d r a w s
creatively on
our heritage
in such a way
that the final
product
does
not smell like
naphthaline
moth
repellent
or remind of a
deserted village
or of past dark
ages
translated
into
new-age
eccentricities.
With
the
few
exceptions of the
rare
attempts
in
the past periods (in
particular during the
w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

hippie era that made ethno style popular),
a true interest in the potential of our own
cultural heritage in fashion emerges with
the first Macedonian professionally trained
fashion personalities. Their creations
vividly show the wealth and the potential
of our “bank of values”.
The beauty of this type of creative
dialogue is particularly noticeable and
globally celebrated in the work of
internationally recognized Macedonian
talent: Marjan Pejovski, Lidija Georgieva,
Risto Binbiloski and Rosica Mrshic.
Marjan Pejovski is
Macedonia’s most famous
designer and one of the
most talented designers
in the world. The
eccentric Bjork and her
famous “swan” dress
which she wore at
the 2001 Oscars,
earned him a
place on the
global fashion
scene.
He has
drawn
inspiration
for his
famously
eccentric
designs
from various
sources, but in
recent seasons
his interest has
been rooted
in the familiar
world cultures.
Naturally, his
own Macedonian
culture could not
be left out.
Risto
Binbiloski
is one of our
most successful
•
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designers with an international career. His
experience includes collaboration with the
fashion houses of Kenzo, Louis Vuitton as
well as Marc Jacobs.
Born in Ohrid, Binbiloski lived in Paris for
the first twenty years of his professional
career.
He is behind the 2016 fall/
winter crochet pieces collection of the
fashion brand Maison Marginal led by the
controversial John Galliano. It is precisely
his specific application of his native
tradition in his creative language that
makes him outspoken, recognizable and
successful on the global fashion scene.
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Lidija Georgieva
After graduating from Duperre school
of fashion she has been working in Paris
for renowned fashion houses Balmain
and Rochas as well as her own fashion
brand “LG” for 20 years. She successfully
launched her fashion story grounded in
the inspiring traditional crochet works.
Using such traditional works and reading
them in a contemporary way, she creates
modern and desirable fashion.
Rosica Mrshic
With her rare talent, she rapidly
became a reputable designer favoured
even outside her native country. Her
exclusive graduation collection inspired by
Macedonian traditions was a fascinating
harbinger of later success.
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As the interaction between the old
and the new is ever more present on
catwalks, folk traditions continue to
be a relevant source of inspiration and
innovation for the interdisciplinary fashion
design. The artist and fashion designer
Jana Maneva Chuposka, Dean of the
European University, focused on the
potential of using Macedonian traditions
in contemporary fashion in her doctoral
research that she presented during
“Fashion Weekend Skopje”. Her research
project is an inspiration and challenge for
w w w . d m w c . o r g . m k

the industry and her students.
It remains to be seen how Macedonian
folk heritage will influence the new
generations of designers, whether it
will win the battle against oblivion and
preserve its role in the protection of the
identity of this nation.
Snezhana Bogdanovska-Sani
Fashion Journalist
translated from Macedonian by
Aneta Mackovski
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“Добредојде“Macedonia Welcome Centrе
со задоволство ве поканува на промотивно-продажниот настан

Во ритамот на македонските
традиционални (уметнички)
занаети и вештини
Кога: 25 јуни, 2016, 11:00 -19:00 часот,
Каде: Просторот околу црквата Св. Спас на Кале во Скопје
Настанот ќе го отворигГ-ѓа Кејпи А. Полк, сопруга на Н. Е. Г-дин Џес Л. Бејли,
Амбасадор на САД во Република Македонија
Дојдете и видете ги мајсторите како работат! Обидете се и Вие да изработите
своја ракотворба!

Овој настан има за цел да
ги промовира уникатните
карактеристики на македонското
нематеријално културно наследство
пред македонската јавноста и
меѓународната заедница во државата.
Своите дела ќе ги претстават над 30
ракотворци. Преку јавни презентации
и демонстрации мајсторите ќе ги
покажат своите вештини преку
кои ги продолжуваат традицијата
и негувањето на традиционалните
уметности и занаети како филигран,
дрворез, ткаење, керамика и
изработка на накит. На настанот
ќе има неколку работилници каде
посетителите ќе имаат можност
лично од мајсторите да научат
некоја традиционана техника и да
експериментираат со неа.
Myзичкиот дел ќе биде збогатен
со изведба на македонска музика на
народни инструменти.
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Учесници:
- Здружение на резбари
на Македонија – Битола
- Кристина Мауровска Ткаење
- Луцијан Чиуиа Керамика
- Марија Милошевска Филигран и Вештачка
мушичка
Работилници:
12:00 – 14:00 –
Прва сесија
16:00 – 18:00 –
Втора сесија

Настанот е поддржан од Министерството за култура на Република Македонија
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